prestige and distinction he receives is the result of others
– more worthy than he. We stand on the shoulders of
others. This is the first step on the ladder towards
achieving success.

זאת חנוכת המזבח ביום המשח אתו מאת נשיאי ישראל
This was the dedication of the Altar, on the day it was
anointed, from the Princes of Yisrael. (7:84)
The Torah has just enumerated in detail the
offerings of each Nasi, Prince/leader. Twelve Nesiim each
brought identical offerings. Yet, the Torah chose to detail
each Nasi - offering separately. The Rambam explains that
while each Nasi brought the same offering, his
machshavah, thought - process and reasoning, for arriving
at the decision to bring this specific korban was distinct
from that of any other Nasi. Their conclusions were
identical; their machasvos, however, were different. Thus,
the Torah follows the thought process. Why? Does it make
a difference how they all arrived at the same decision
concerning what to offer? As long as they are all similar, it
is not necessary to record each of the twelve korbanos.
Horav Yaakov Yitzchak HaLevi Ruderman, zl,
derives from Ramban’s words a powerful lesson in
mitzvah observance. The essential mitzvah is not its
external, extrinsic aspect, the part that is displayed
publicly. The essence of a mitzvah is the penimiyus,
intrinsic machshavah, behind it. Each Nasi had his own
individual kavanah, devotion and intention, behind his
actions. Although all of the actions of the Nesiim were
similarly manifest, their intentions were individually
unique. Thus, insofar as the atzmiyus, essential aspect, of
each korban was disparate from that of the others, the
Torah felt it necessary to record each one separately.
The Rosh Yeshivah derives from here that,
although on the face of it, two men perform what appears
to be the same mitzvah, if their intentions are different,
their mitzvos are different. Thus, two men may be sitting
on the same bench of the bais hamedrash, both learning,
but one studies with fire and passion, while the other
studies dispassionately, with an insipid attitude; we have
before us two complete different examples of limud
haTorah. The two may not – and cannot – be compared to
one another, because they are intrinsically disparate.
The Rosh Yeshivah quotes the Ramchal (Derech
Eitz Chaim) who explains that it is by design that the Torah
is compared to fire. When one observes a dark coal, he
may not see flame, but the flame is within it, waiting to be
stoked. When the stoking occurs, the entire coal lights up,
as the flames spread throughout. Likewise, to the
unobservant eye, the Torah appears cold, detached, dank,
its words and letters impersonal and lifeless. All this might
be the case until one takes the time to make the effort to
learn Torah. Suddenly, the letters and words take on a new
life, a new and vibrant meaning, as the Torah comes alive.
The fire has been kindled and is beginning to spread

throughout. One who has not experienced the vibrancy of
Torah study cannot possibly understand the elixir of life
that is Torah. Without the experience, one has no idea
what he is missing.

Va’ani Tefillah
 – והסר ממנו יגון ואנחהV’haseir mimenu yagon
vaanachah. And remove sorrow and groaning from us.
According to the Gaon, zl, m’Vilna, the second
factor that is responsible for so many of the problems that
we have experienced during our two-thousand years of
exile is living in environments that are spiritually
antithetical, which weaken our spiritual health. The factor
is addressed with the plea that Hashem remove our
sorrow and groaning. These two words have different
meanings. Sorrow/yagon connotes a sadness and
depression that comes from nothing in particular: “just
plain miserable” for no reason. Anachah/groaning, refers
to a moroseness that is the result of a specific cause. One
who krechts, groans for a reason. We ask Hashem to
remove from us both the sorrow and groaning that are the
outgrowths of living in the surroundings which have sadly
become our homes due to our bitter exile. An opinion
among the commentators suggests that had we been
blessed with appropriate, good leadership, our sorrow and
suffering would automatically come to a halt. Sorrow is
fought with raising up one’s head with pride. Selfconfidence, generated by a sense of pride – both personal
and national – grants one the tools for overcoming the
depression which results from suffering. If we would have
appropriate leadership, our spirit and self-pride would be
elevated to the point that melancholy would have no
vehicle to enter our lives.
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Parashas Naso

תשע"ח

'איש או אשה כי יפלא לנדר נדר נזיר להזיר לד
A man or woman who shall dissociate himself by taking
a nazirite vow of abstinence for the sake of Hashem.
(6:2)
A Nazir seeks to dissociate himself from an
environment which he feels is filled with temptation. It
does not mean that he is weak. On the contrary, he is
realistic,
understanding
that
society
presents
blandishments that are not conducive to spiritual growth.
The laws of nazir are juxtaposed upon the laws of sotah,
the wayward wife. Chazal derive from here that one who
observes a sotah in her degradation should prohibit
himself from wine by taking a nazirite vow. The profligate
behavior of the sotah is reflective of a woman who has
allowed her sensual passions to partner with her heart to
overpower her mind. The pursuit of pleasure is a powerful
challenge to the intellect. Temptation rages within a
person when he is exposed to it. Obviously, the best way
to triumph over temptation is to avoid it. This is what the
nazir is doing. Understanding that wine loosens the
discipline of the mind, he is determined to refrain from
imbibing alcohol.
Is wine that harmful for a person? Borei Pri
HaGafen seems to be a popular blessing, both when we
welcome the Shabbos Queen and when we bid “her”
farewell. Blessing the fruit of the vine is a common
accepted blessing. Wine gladdens the heart, and,
according to our sages, Ein simchah ela b’bassar v’yayin,
“There is no joy unless it is associated with meat and
wine.” Apparently, wine is not that detrimental. Why,
then, is it demonized as the beverage that brought down
the sotah, and, hence, should be off-limits to the nazir?
The Chozeh, zl, m’Lublin, gives a practical
explanation, which illuminates how we should view
ourselves. An adam ra – one who is evil in the sense that
he has issues, tendencies and weaknesses that need to be
addressed – should refrain from drinking wine. For him,
wine is bad. For the individual who is a strong, decent,
balanced Jew, wine is good. It is a simple as that. The wine
is not bad; the person is bad. How does one know if he is
bad? That, the Chozeh explains, is easy to determine. If he
happens to see an evil occurrence or something that
bespeaks evil, it is an indication that he has issues. Hashem
shows evil people evil occurrences. He does not show
them to those who are righteous. As part of Hashem’s
messaging system, one sees what one is.
Horav David Forkosh, zl, a disciple of the Baal
Shem Tov, was wont to say, “One who has a negative

פרשת נשא

outlook on life and people, one who sees the negative
aspects of others (without taking the time – or making the
effort – to look at the other side of the story), will invariably
see and note the degradation of the sotah.” In other words,
one sees the sotah’s act of debasement because this is what
he is looking for! Such a person should dissociate himself
from wine. Such a person will end up doing evil, because that
is all that he sees. Wine in the hands of such a negative
person will not produce any good.
The cup is either half full or half empty. It all
depends on a person’s outlook. A positive aspect is often
concealed beneath layers of negativity. A reason might exist
for the person’s degradation that we tend to overlook,
because we have been “turned off” by the negative; thus,
we are prevented from seeing the entire picture.
Lo hibit aven b’Yaakov v’lo raah amal b’Yisrael,
Hashem Elokav imo u’seeuas Melech bo, “He perceived no
iniquity in Yaakov, and saw no perversity in Yisrael, Hashem
his G-d is with him, and the friendship of the King is in him”
(Bamidbar 23;21). This pasuk is interpreted by the Kabbalists
(cited by Horav Reuven Karlinstein, zl) to teach that one who
sees no iniquity in his fellow Jew and likewise sees no
perversity – because he seeks to find an avenue of positive
outlook to justify their actions – is beloved by Hashem. He is
worthy of the friendship of the King. Hashem does not look
for our iniquity. On the contrary, He looks for every way to
purify our actions. It is all in one’s perspective. The individual
who views the actions of others through a lens of positivity
sees only good, unlike his counterpart who looks to uncover
dirt. One cannot expect Hashem to judge him judiciously, if
he is unable to give his fellow Jew the benefit of the doubt.
A classic story made famous by Horav Sholom
Schwadron, zl, is well-worth repeating, because of the
unique lesson to be derived from it. It sadly defines the
foibles of the human condition, and especially of those who
fall prey to their natural inclination to see things from a onesided perspective.
The incident took place during World War I, when
the residents of Yerushalayim were suffering through a
terrible famine. There was no money, and people were
literally starving to death. In Yerushalayim lived a
respectable Jew who earned his livelihood from Bris Milah.
He was an expert mohel, circumciser, who, due to his
exceptional skill, was able to eke out a meager living to
support his family. He saved his money, spending only what
he needed for basic necessities. He placed the few large
coins that he had in safe-keeping on top of a cabinet in his
house. One day, his seven-year-old son noticed a gold

Napoleon coin on top of the cabinet and decided to go to
sinful behavior were too little too late. The grocer’s life
the grocery store to purchase some nosh, candy.
had been destroyed. In fact, he had already passed on to
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the
coinofin
order
to purchase
some
at the grocery
– have passed from this world; all have stood before the
store. When his father asked to see the change, the boy
Heavenly Tribunal and, quite possibly, each was vindicated
said there had been none. It did not take long for the
for his actions. The mohel who persecuted the grocer was
father to put two and two together, and he immediately
not guilty. Indeed, he refused to have the grocer take an
suspected the grocer of cheating his young son out of his
oath. The grocer suffered so terribly that he certainly went
rightful change. The father took his son by the hand, and
immediately to Gan Eden. Even the young man who
together they proceeded to the grocery store to confront
caused the debacle was not really at fault. He saw his
the owner. Understandably, the father walked into the
children starving before his very eyes. What should he
store accusing the grocer of cheating. The grocer was
have done when he saw easy money that could alleviate
indignant. “How dare you suspect me of stealing?” he
his pain? Everyone had an excuse – right or wrong – it was
declared. “Your son came in with a rusty penny (small
an excuse. Who went to Gehinnom for this incident? The
coin), and I very nicely gave him probably more candy than
rest of the community: the spectators, who had no reason
it was worth.” The conversation soon became quite
whatsoever to take sides and mix in. Furthermore, what
heated. There is nothing like a loss of money to transform
right did they have to judge the grocer negatively?”
the most respectful person immediately into a ruthless,
There is so much to learn from this incident.
uncaring and uncouth individual. The mohel demanded
Sadly, it happens all of the time. Someone errs, and
that the two litigants proceed to bais din, rabbinical court,
everyone begins to take sides. The guilty party eventually
to resolve their disagreement.
resolves his issue, but the people who for no reason have
Bais Din rendered their decision: the grocer must
mixed in – they are still not speaking to one another. Why?
take an oath that he had never received a gold Napoleon
Because they “thought” they were acting l’shem
from the mohel’s son. The grocer was willing to make the
Shomayim, for the sake of Heaven. The yetzer hora, evil
oath. The mohel, however, was not prepared to have
inclination, really played them.
another Jew make an oath when he clearly believed the
man was lying. As a result of the respectable mohel’s
 והקריב את קרבנו...וזאת תורת הנזיר ביום מלאת ימי נזרו
religious commitment, the grocer was unable to clear his
 וכבשה אחת בת שנתה תמימה לחטאת...'לד
name with an oath. Thus, from that day onward, the
grocer was a victim of the suspicions of the members of
This shall be the law of the nazir: on the day his
the community. These were observant Jews who, out of a
abstinence is completed… He shall bring his offering to
sense of self-righteous indignation, literally made life
Hashem… one unblemished ewe in its first year as a sinmiserable for the grocer and his family. It never entered
anyone’s mind that he “might” be telling the truth. He was
offering. (6:13,14)
persecuted, victimized and humiliated – all in the name of
The nazir completes the time limit of his own
religious outrage (if I come across as sarcastic – it is
abstinence and brings varied korbanos. One of the nazir’s
because I am). Heaven forbid, should he have been given
korbanos is a chatas, sin-offering. The Ramban explains
the benefit of the doubt. He had lived in the community all
that the nazir is considered a “sinner” solely because he
of his life, and his veracity had never been questioned.
ended his vow of abstinence. Having achieved such a lofty
Suddenly, almost overnight, he became a ganov, thief.
spiritual perch he should have remained there, ensconced
A number of years later, the respectable mohel
in spirituality. Why did he leave? Why did he return to a
received an anonymous letter from a young member of
mundane life? Once a person takes a giant step
the Yerushalayim community. Apparently, years earlier,
forward/upward, he indicates that he is special. Why not
he and his family had been suffering from the pangs of
stay in that position? Returning is an indication of
hunger. Nary a morsel of food was in the house. His
weakness, warranting a sin-offering.
children were ill, unable to continue living on practically
Ish or isha ki yafli lindor neder l’hazir l’Hashem,
no food. It was a question of pikuach nefesh, a matter of
“A man or woman who shall dissociate himself by taking a
life or death. Suddenly, as he trudged along dejectedly on
nazarite vow of abstinence for the sake of Hashem (ibid.
the streets of Yerushalayim, he observed a young
6:2).” Ibn Ezra defines yafli (dissociate) as: doing
Yerushalmi walking along the street carrying a gold
something wondrous, acting out of character, going
Napoleon in his hands! That gold coin could sustain his
against normal convention. The rest of the world follows
family for a few months! His parents were obviously
their passions and desires. It is almost to be expected.
wealthy, otherwise who would entrust their young son
After all, they are only “human.” We – as Jews – are
with a gold coin? He “borrowed” the gold coin from the
different. Our Torah guides and instructs us as to what is
boy and replaced it with a rusty copper coin. His intentions
(to be) considered appropriate behavior. Nonetheless, for
were “noble.” He would certainly return the money one
most of us, it is a great and difficult challenge. Thus, when
day when he was able to earn a living. He (felt that he) had
a person stands up and declares, “I am going to be
no recourse, other than “exchanging” coins with the boy.
different. I will no longer fight my yetzer hora, evilAfter all, the world would not come to an end if the boy
inclination. I am taking myself out of the ring. My desires
lost his gold coin. His confession and justification for his
and passions are, as of this moment, off limits.” Such a

person is truly different, having been able to swim against
the current of contemporary “acceptable” behavior. This
is why he is worthy of being crowned with the nezer
Elokim, crown of G-d. Such spiritual nobility should be
prolonged, continued, transformed into a way of life.
When one returns and settles back into everyday life, he is
considered a chotei, sinner.
We must set up spiritual barriers, parameters
which we may never transgress, for, once we pass the
rampart that protects us from the yetzer hora, there is
very little that we can do to triumph over sin. We fall right
in where he wants us. A Jew must set up boundaries, and,
if I may add, they should be personalized boundaries. We
are not all alike. Some are more easily
convinced/persuaded. Others require greater, more
creative forms of persuasion. All, however, can fall in,
unless they have set up a gevul, boundary, fence, which
may never be crossed.
At the seminal event which we refer to as the
Revelation, when Hashem gave us the Torah, we were
instructed Hagbeil es hahar v’kidashto, “Bound the
Mountain (Har Sinai) and sanctify it” (Shemos 19:23). We
must place boundaries around the mountain; otherwise,
we might breach the perimeter and fall prey to the yetzer
hora. We have no idea of the hold that the yetzer hora has
over us. This hold, however, occurs only when the yetzer
hora is able to ensnare us into its net. If we maintain safe
distance by not breaching the fence that we have erected
around the mountain, the kedushah will endure.
The Satmar Rav, zl (cited by Horav Reuven
Karlinstein, zl), commented concerning Moshe Rabbeinu’s
debate with the Ministering Angels who did not want the
Torah to be given to Klal Yisrael. In the end, Moshe
triumphed, and we are the fortunate beneficiaries of his
success. It was his final argument that bested them and
turned the tide in our favor. He posited that the Angels
were not worthy of receiving the Torah, since, when they
visited Avraham Avinu, they partook of a meal that
included milk and meat – which is clearly prohibited by the
Torah.
The Rebbe observed, “Because of one misplaced
eating, the Ministering Angels lost out on the Torah. One
error is all it takes for all to be lost. Once the line is crossed,
it is difficult to return. If one can wear the crown of G-d
and still return to a mundane life, what should we say?

ויהי המקריב ביום הראשון את קרבנו נחשון בן עמינדב
למטה יהודה וקרבנו קערת כסף אחת
The one who brought his offering on the first day was
Nachshon ben Aminadav, of the tribe of Yehudah. (And)
His offering was: one silver bowl. (7:12,13)
Concerning Nachshon ben Aminadav’s korban,
offering, the Torah adds the prefix vav, and (and his
korban). The vav ha’chibur, connecting vav, is present to
connect the word to the previous sentence. Since
Nachshon’s korban was the first offering brought by the
Nesiim, the vav is superfluous. It should have said simply
korbano, his korban. The Daas Zekeinim miBaalei
HaTosfos explain that the Torah wrote this way in order to
circumvent the possibility of Nachshon becoming haughty
due to his being the first Nasi to bring a korban. Thus, the

Torah wrote v’korbano, and his korban, as if to say – you
might be first, but, actually, you are not first.
How are we to understand this statement?
Nachshon was well aware that no one preceded him. He
was the first one to offer a korban. How would adding a
vav to his korban change that reality? As long as Nachshon
was acutely aware of the truth, he stood the chance of
falling into the abyss of arrogance. That vav reminded him
that we all stand on the shoulders of those who have toiled
in the field before us. If I may add, not only do we stand
on their shoulders, they were the ones who placed us
there!
Horav Reuven Karlinstein, zl, adds his own
commentary to explain the Daas Zekeinim. Chazal teach
that Moshe Rabbeinu was unsure concerning the
order/sequence of the offerings: Who should go first?
Should they offer according to their position of birth, with
Reuven going first, followed by Shimon and then Levi?
Perhaps the sequence of offerings should follow the order
of the encampments, thus bringing the tribe of Yehudah
to the fore. Hashem revealed to Moshe that he was to
follow the position of encampment. Therefore, Nachshon
was first to offer his korban.
Having said this, quite possibly the message that
the sequence conveyed to Nachshon was: You are first
because of others. The sequence follows the order of
encampment. It has nothing to do with your personal
eminence. It is because Shevet Yehudah was first in
masaos, journeying. As the Prince of the tribe of Yehudah,
you represent its membership. It is not about you; it is
about the people that you represent. Thus, the Torah
writes, v’korbano, and his korban. His distinction is based
on “and” – the people whom he represents. It is not about
you; it is about them.
Rav Karlinstein underscores this exposition with
a story made famous by the Chazon Ish. Horav Akiva Eiger,
zl, davened in the same shul as did the Nesivos HaMishpat
(Horav Yaakov, zl, m’Lissa). One Shabbos, Rav Akiva Eiger
was called to the Torah and given shlishi, the third aliyah.
In yeshivah circles, this is the preeminent aliyah. When
Rav Akiva Eiger heard the gabbai, sexton, call his name, he
fainted. None of the worshippers could fathom why this
reaction had occurred. Rav Yaakov, however, was well
aware why Rav Akiva fainted.
Rav Yaakov m’Lissa immediately ran over to the
stricken Rav Akiva, bent down to the ground, and began to
whisper in his ear, “The fact that the gabbai gave you
shlishi, as opposed to me, is not because he (or anyone in
the shul) considers you more worthy than I. He did so only
because the city of Posen (the home of Rav Akiva Eiger) is
larger than Lissa – and his honor is rav in Posen, while I am
rav in Lissa.” When Rav Akiva heard this explanation, he
arose from the ground and ascended to the Bimah,
lectern, to make the blessing on the Torah.
Rav Akiva Eiger feared to the point of fainting
that he was considered more distinguished, and of greater
worthiness, to receive shlishi than the saintly Nesivos!
Imagine his humility. He fainted at the mere thought. It
was only after the Nesivos assuaged his feelings that he
was calmed. As the Maggid (Rav Reuven Karlinstein)
explains, the only way to spare oneself from the arrogance
that is so destructive is to convince oneself that whatever

